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By Dana Hall Bradley

Outskirts Press. Paperback. Condition: New. 72 pages. Dimensions: 8.8in. x 5.8in. x 0.3in.Recent
Reviews of Works Hard . . . Plays Harder: This book has it all! Dana shares her recipe for success,
which she has used to cook up success in the real estate industry. In her unique and funny
Southern style, she lists all the ingredients youll need for a sumptuous and successful career.
Whether your business is real estate or any other endeavor, Dana provides the insider strategies
that bring financial and personal rewards to all those who apply them. Each bite of this delicious
book shows us how to Work Hard so we can Play Harder, and enjoy ourselves in the process. Thanks
Dana! Nancy Matthews, Executive Business Consultant, Founder of Womens Prosperity Network.
Works Hard . . . Plays Harder is a fun read on tactics that the very best sales professionals use to
become sales leaders - and stay that way. Dana summarizes the keys in an easy to read, enjoyable
fashion that readers will appreciate! Steve Murray, Editor - REAL Trends This is a terrific read;
business-building wisdom combined with a Southern Belle charm that makes you feel like part of
the family....
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Extensive guide! Its such a excellent read. This can be for anyone who statte that there was not a worth looking at. I am just e ortlessly will get a
satisfaction of looking at a written publication.
-- Melvin Hettinger-- Melvin Hettinger

This book will not be e ortless to start on reading through but very exciting to learn. It is amongst the most remarkable book i have got go through. Once
you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr. Easton Collier DVM-- Dr. Easton Collier DVM
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